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Course Outline

Course Profile
Course 1 - Reliability Centred Maintenance RCM (3 days)
Course 2 - Optimising Spares Management with CMMS (2 days)
Course 3 - Project Management in Maintenance (3 days)
Course 4 - Effective Work Order Management (2 days)
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Course 1

Reliability Centred Maintenance (RCM)

Course Duration : 3 Days

in partnership with
C r e a t i v e l y

D e v e l o p i n g

P e o p l e

Introduction To RCM
RCM is a systematic way effects and the consequences of failure. The purpose is to select maintenance
tactics to minimise the consequences of failure and apply these tactics as part of the maintenance program.
This Masterclass will focus on RCM – Reliability Centred Maintenance, its process and benefits as well as its
pitfalls and requirements. Delegates will concentrate on understanding and managing these tools, defining
how to bring financial returns to the organizations which implement them, and how to avoid the problem areas.
Case studies and workshops will be used throughout to keep the discussions on a very practical level, with
delegates being encouraged use examples from they are familiar with so that they may apply the techniques to
their own work environment.

Course Objectives
Failure Prevention in recent years has become closely related to Reliability Centred Maintenance; RCM is one
of the best tools in failure prevention, and one that can add great value to an organization’s maintenance and
operations functions. In this course, Delegates will:
•
•
•
•

Learn and practice the fundamentals of RCM.
Use practical examples relating to equipment typical of their own work
Practice the ten steps of RCM
Gain a thorough understanding of how to develop maintenance plans for each equipment and the
multiple ways in which they fail.

At the same time, delegates will learn that RCM has pitfalls and is not for everyone. The conditions for success
will be examined and compared to the Delegates’ work environment. Techniques for avoiding the pitfalls will be
examined so as to improve the chances of success in the implementation.

Program Contents – RCM
Many significant advances in equipment reliability analysis in recent years have been based on RCM. This
program will start with a practical model of how RCM fits in with equipment reliability, other maintenance
improvement tools and the CMMS/EAM’s that we all rely on to deliver these improvements. Many firms
struggle with the implementation of RCM, so equally important is to identify the conditions that need to be in
place before embarking on an RCM program - how applicable it is to the delegates’ organization.
The core of the program will be a thorough review of what RCM is and the process necessary to put it into
place. However, traditional approaches to RCM carry a number of pitfalls and difficulties that delegates will be
introduced to – along with techniques to avoid them.
Delegates will gain a solid understanding of what RCM is by working though a ten step process:

in partnership with

1. Introduction, history and role of RCM – looking at the background of RCM and how it fits into the range of
tools available to the modern Physical Asset Manager. In particular emphasizing that it is not a silver
bullet, but can be very effective if used in combination with other tools such as CMMS, CBM etc.
2. Identifying Critical Equipment and selecting target equipment for RCM. - the equipment hierarchy is
broken down into its functional elements or assemblies to make the examination of the effects of failures
easier and more effective. Techniques for selecting the critical equipment will be reviewed.
3. Determining Primary, Secondary and Protective Functions - each functional assembly, equipment and
system is designed to perform specific functions. Understanding and defining these functions in
necessary to ensure a complete analysis of the equipment failures. Many familiar examples will be used.
4. Defining Functional Failures - each function may have several different ways of failing and each may be
important to reliability. Key here is a thorough understanding of how “failure” is defined – related to the
equipment’s required function, not necessarily a “go-stop” alternative.
5. Defining Failure Modes - once the functional failures are identified, we need to define the process that
results in the lost performance; i.e. what actually happens to the machinery. Examples will continue to
follow the practicality of the delegates’ workplace.
6. Analyzing Failure Effects - Each failure mode can have one or more ways of showing up; these will be
defined and explored. Here we also apply the economic test – is it worthwhile taking any action? If the
impact is minimal, then maybe no action is needed.
7. Selecting Tasks and Schedules – now we understand the failures and the effects, we can design the best
way to react – i.e. what maintenance action do we now propose? Using a logic tree, delegates will segre
gate the failure modes into what can be done, what should be done and how often.
8. Implementing Tasks - entering the task requirements into, and planning them within the maintenance
management system which the plant uses, and training the maintainers in any new techniques with
which they may not already be familiar.
9. Implementing RCM – a step by step review of what it takes – from training, to team selection, roles and
tasks, analysis and feedback.
10. Beyond RCM to Reliability - a summary of how RCM should be integrated with other tools and concepts
to ensure its effective use. In this section, the cost effectiveness issue will be addressed – and tied into
ROI (Return on Investment).

Course Benefits
By attending this seminar, Delegates will:
• Learn and practice the fundamentals of RCM
• Gain some practical exposure to this technique
• Identify the pitfalls of RCM and develop strategies to avoid it
• Understand the process of planning and implementing RCM.
• Be able to decide whether this methodology is likely to be successful in their own workplace
• Understand how to turn RCM into Living RCM
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Course 2

Optimising Spares Management with CMMS

Course Duration : 2 Days
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P e o p l e

Course Overview
This program is designed especially for those involved in managing Spares Parts for the Maintenance Function. Its focus is to provide a solid grounding in understanding the critical importance of a smooth, cost effective and timely supply of spare parts, plus the key steps in meeting that mandate. In the Introductory
session, the attendees will explore the various types of spare parts, why the differences matter and how teach
should be managed. Deciding on the “best” level of spares is a key issue – too much and Finance wants to cut
back; too little and Operations won’t stay in business; and the wrong spares means Maintenance can’t do their
job. In the last few years, an impressive number of tools have been perfected which greatly assist in the effective management of spares; this program will explore these and provide the attendees with the opportunity to
see the advantages and pitfalls of these tools. Prominent among these is the EAM/CMMS – with its automated and built-in functions for economic order quantities, min-max levels, costing etc
Behind the effective supplying of store to the job site is the spares warehousing process; do this right and
many problems disappear. Using practical examples, this course will familiarize the attendees with the best
practices and how they can be introduced and maintained. Demand forecasting is the other part of the equation; here attendees will learn the principal ways to forecast spares – based on historical consumption plus
future operations, based on reliability of components, and based on the required reliability of the plant.
Finally, Attendees will be introduced to some of the more recently-developed advanced spares management
concepts. This will focus strongly on building action plans that can be taken back to the workplace for the
benefit of their organization. A central theme throughout will be financial KPI’s that are essential for measuring
the effectiveness of the sparing program – thus ensuring that the supply of spares meets the overall organizations criterion of cost-effectiveness.

Program Contents – Spares Management:
Introduction to Spare Parts Management

Session 1

-

Purpose of stocking Spare Parts
Types of Spares
Critical vs. non-critical and why they should be treated differently
Replacement spares vs. Capital Spares
Physical management vs. financial management
Spares impact on business – introduction to spares KPI’s
How to determine the “right” spares levels
Introduction to Best Practices in Spare Parts management

Key Tools in Spare Parts Management

Session 2

-

EAM/CMMS and the work order – the #1 tool for Spares Management
Min-max spares levels and safety stock
ABC analysis – what value can it bring to spares management
Spares lead times and their impact on MTTR
When can expediting be justified?
Expensing costs vs. inventorying costs
Forecasting Spare Parts Requirements
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Physical Management of Spares

Session 3

-

Warehouse Management – multiple warehousing, inter warehouse transfers
Managing Staffed vs. Unstaffed warehouses
Central vs. regional or local warehouses
Managing in-house vs. contractor repaired spares
Shelf life and delivery routes

Physical Management of Spares

Session 4

-

KPI’s and other Performance Measurement Tools
Planning your spares improvements – where to start, where to focus
12 key steps to better Spare Parts Management
Understanding the barriers to effective Spares management, and how to leap
them
Introduction to SMS (a specialised Spares Management System)
Making sure Maintenance gets the right spares ( and not cheap substitutes)
Budgeting for spares – and how to make sure your budgets don’t get reduced
Spares and Risk.

Course Benefits
Attendees will
- Receive thorough and practical knowledge of Best Spares Practices
- Experience a full range of spares management practices
- Learn how to apply the most effective practices to their own workplace
- Be introduced to the most effective tools for spares management
- Understand and apply the most effective Spares KPI’s – learn which do not work
- Work with a course leader with over 25 years of experience in spares management
- Be challenged by exposure to modern spares methodologies
- Build their own Personal Development Plan
- Have the opportunity to earn a Certificate of Accomplishment

Course Methodology
A lively blend of presentations (PPTX), discussions and practical workshops, liberally sprinkled with case studies, anecdotes, and best practices drawn from the Course Leader’s long history of working in Maintenance and
Asset Management.
Feedback from previous courses is very positive – attendees enjoy the blend of different in-class activities, the
effectiveness of the knowledge transfer and the new ideas and approaches to Maintenance that are
presented. Besides which, they have fun – an important part of successful learning!
“Very informative and delivery of the material was superb by the trainer” – David
2012. “Very Educative – has broadened my knowledge of maintenance; Material was absolutely good with
very good practical solutions” – Perry 2012

Course Takeaways
Three important features that are automatically included in the program:
A. Attendees are encouraged to stay in email contact to discuss progress and problems with the
Course Director for as long as they wish – some are still in active contact after 10 years!
B. Attendees have the option of receiving a DataTrak Certificate of
Accomplishment – based upon attendance, participation and passing a test.
C. Throughout the program, attendees will build a Personal Development Plan, which identifies key
priorities and actions as they return to their workplace
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Course 3

Project Management in Maintenance

Course Duration : 3 Days

in partnership with
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D e v e l o p i n g

P e o p l e

Course Benefits
The focus of this course is to apply Project Management best practice techniques to the Maintenance
environment. Increasingly, the demands on Maintenance Departments are becoming more and more
complex – whether it be building and installing new capacity, managing shutdown maintenance or managing
complex rebuilds and replacements. The demands show themselves in the requirement to strictly control
costs
while improving the project turnaround, improving quality and reducing risk. Through a well-planned series of
presentations and discussions, delegates will be exposed to the best practices in project management, and will
have the opportunity to practice the key techniques in the workshops. The emphasis throughout will be on
acquiring a capability that can be readily adapted to the practical work environment.

Course Objectives
The objective of the course is to provide the attendees with the tools, the practical knowledge and confidence
to apply professional project management best practices to their maintenance projects. Through many workshops and discussion sessions, the attendees will have exposure to the practical experience of many maintenance projects, and will tailor them to their own work environment. The many difficulties of maintenance
projects will be explored, with the participants being challenged to develop and share solutions that are
useable in their workplace.

Program Contents – Project Management
The Basic Building Blocks
In the opening session, delegates will receive an introductory overview and zero in on
the course objectives. The focus of this session will place the maintenance project
within the overall framework of the daily work schedule and explore how and why the
project management process differs from regular work order planning, scheduling
and execution.

Day 1
Session 1

The key building blocks in the project management process will be defined, along with
how they are developed and controlled. In the workshop sessions, delegates will
practice how these building blocks will be adapted to their own work environment:
- The role of Project Planning, its key elements and what happens if the
planning process fails to be completed adequately.
- Where Contingency Planning fits and how it can be used to advantage
- Defining the Project Objectives in terms that match the organizations
overall goals, benefits and pay-offs
- Setting the stage for measuring success or failure
- Building the Project Methodology – do we need one, should we start from
scratch, what alternatives do we have?
- Defining the attributes and skill sets of the Project Leader and the Project
Team, who is responsible for what and who else needs to be involved
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Managing Project Scope
One of the most contentious issues in the project management process is how to prevent
the seemingly inevitable delays caused by changes in the scope of the project. We all
know that most projects run late – and the causes are many. However most experienced project managers agree that scope creep is the single biggest factor in project
over-runs.

Day 1
Session 2

At the same time, we must recognise that necessary changes in scope will occur from
time to time. Controlling the nature and impact of these changes then becomes critical
to minimize the impact on the delivery date, project costs and project objectives.
Parallel with this, we will explore those many issues that been “resolved” only to crop up
again to hinder progress later on in the project; delegates will learn how best to control
these during the execution of the project and reduce the need to revisit old decisions.
In this session, delegates will focus on:
-

How to control scope creep
How to manage changes in scope
How to track and resolve issues

In each case we will explore the ways in which the negative impact of changes in the
project can be controlled and minimised – if not eliminated.

Time, Cost and Quality

Day 2
Session 1

“On-time, on-budget” - organizations typically place a heavy emphasis on these
twin elements; what is too frequently ignored is the third piece of this puzzle –
“on-quality”. Too much concentration on any one will inevitably be at the expense of
one or both of the others. The reality is that all three need to be optimized in the
context of the project objectives – and so the question is how are the three conflicting
goals kept in balance. In this session, delegates will:
-

Explore the process of Project Time Management, how it is planned,
measured and tracked
Understand the techniques of Work Breakdown Structures for the
purposes of Cost Control
Examine Quality Management and the impact of trading it off against time
and cost
Focus on the role and importance of a Recovery Plan – when should it be used

In the workshop sessions, delegates will focus on whether “one size fits all” or
whether the concepts need to be adjusted for their own work environment.
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The Human Dimension
Everyone will agree that project success is dependent upon the all-important Human
Dimension. Yet with the pressure to deliver on-time, on-budget and on-quality, this
Human Dimension frequently takes a back seat. This in turn leads to resentment,
resistance to change and sometimes a reversion back to the old ways of doing things.
All of these will seriously jeopardize the success of the project and often cause the
organization to defer or avoid new projects.

Day 2
Session 2

At the same time, we all know the huge positive impact and results of a well motivated, enthusiastic team. In this session, delegates will:
- Understand the fundamentals of good People Management in a project
- Explore how to apply these principles to the project team
- Look at the role of other staff who are involved or affected, but who are not
part of the core team
- Learn the concepts of sound Change Management – again within the
context of a Project
- Develop a productive approach to Communications within a project.

Keeping Track
Measuring and reporting progress on a project is a key element that is all-too-frequently
ignored. Yet when the basic concepts are fully understood, the benefits are substantial. If
progress is not properly tracked, then projects will drift and not meet their time, cost and
quality targets.

Day 3
Session 1

At the same time, the question of the risk to the organization needs to be addressed
clearly and carefully – and where the risk increases, then this must be reflected in the
reporting process and in the follow-up action.
In this session the delegates will:
- Explore the fundamentals of Project Reporting – who to, who by,
content, frequency, with a specific focus on measuring results against objectives
- During the workshop, develop reporting profiles – structure and content
- Understand the pitfalls of inadequate reporting
- Address the issues of risk – how to define and measure it, how to report it and
how to develop and implement a risk reduction plan.

The Admin Process
To be judged successful a Project needs to be underpinned by solid and effective administration. This is a broad and complex subject running from Procurement within the
project to Project Documentation and the Post-Completion Review which ensures that
the Lessons Learned are available for the benefit of the future projects.

Day 3
Session 2

In the discussion on Procurement, delegates will review the RFP and RFQ process, leading
to pre-qualification and selection of vendors. Close attention needs to be paid to
the Statement of Work – even if it is an internal project – plus the specification for materials, lead times, acceptance criteria etc. A checklist will be developed which can then be
transferred for use in the workplace.
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The Admin Process
Project Documentation frequently acts as a barrier between the project team and
success, rather than acting as the basis for intelligent information and decision
making. Techniques for identifying, managing and accessing key project documents
will be examined and discussed.

Day 3
Session 2

Finally, Project Best Practices require the Post-Completion Review. Attendees will
address:
- The objectives of the project
- Its successes and failures
- Areas where the successes can be grafted into the organization’s internal
project management process
- Problems and issues that can be addressed to improve future projects.

Course Benefits
On completion of this course, delegates will:
-

Understand the key components of a successful project and how they inter-relate
Be able to identify the most vulnerable areas and learn techniques to minimise the negative impacts
Learned some practical planning techniques
Have experienced many valuable project management techniques which can be adopted for use in
their workplace
- Understand how important the human element is and learn some techniques for turning this into a
positive force
- Address the post-completion review process and how it pays dividends in future projects
- Practice some of the key project control techniques that are essential for on-time,
on-budget, on-quality project completion
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Course 4

Effective Work Order Management

Course Duration : 2 Days
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P e o p l e

Introduction To Work Order Management
A core component of Maintenance is the critical work done in Planning, Scheduling and Controlling. The
degree of success in Planning, Scheduling and Control will largely determine the effectiveness of Maintenance and how it is perceived by Operations and Senior Management. This program will explore the many
aspects of Planning, Scheduling and Control and train the delegates in the key indicators of success.
With the emphasis on the practical application of the techniques, the delegates will have the opportunity
through the many case studies and workshops, to discuss and practice those elements that can be brought
directly back to the workplace and used for immediate maintenance improvement.
The initial introductory session will focus on the role of Planning, Scheduling and Control as an integral part of
Maintenance Management – including how they fit within the overall
objectives of maintenance, what are the organization’s Planning, Scheduling and Control objectives and how
they can be achieved. Each of the three elements of Planning, Scheduling and Control will be examined in
turn – looking at for example:
- Long and short term Planning, Management Planning, Work and Resource Planning, Maintenance
Tactics Planning, Project Planning, the role of Planning in Safety, Quality and the Environment,
Planning KPI’s
- Scheduling equipment and tools, Materials and Manpower Scheduling, Backlog
Management, Shutdowns and Turnarounds, Work Order Priorities, Contractors, the use of
scheduling tools, scheduling KPI’s
- Control of the key resources – especially time; focus on jobs, skills, costs, budgets, projects,
milestones, maintenance quality, accurate and consistent data collection and analysis
Through a well-planned series of presentations and discussions, delegates will be exposed to the best practices in Planning, Scheduling and Control, and will have the opportunity to practice the key techniques during
the many workshops and case studies. The emphasis throughout will be on acquiring a capability that can be
readily adapted to the practical work environment. A key element will be the building of a self-development plan
to continue the learning process after the program is complete.

Program Contents – Project Management
The Basic Building Blocks: Where to Start

Session 1

In the opening session, delegates will receive an introductory overview and zero in on their
objectives for the course. The focus of this session will place the Planning, Scheduling and
Control functions within the overall Organization and Maintenance Objectives and explore
how good management of Planning, Scheduling and Control contributes to Maintenance
quality and effectiveness.
The key building blocks in the Planning, Scheduling and Control process will be defined,
along with how they are developed and used for the benefit of maintenance. In the
workshop sessions, delegates will practice how these building blocks will be adapted to
their own work environment. In turn, each of the following will be examined:
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Program Contents – Project Management
The Basic Building Blocks: Where to Start

Session 1

- The role of Planning, Scheduling and Control in Maintenance, their key elements
and what happens if they fail to be completed adequately.
- Defining the objectives of Planning, Scheduling and Control in terms that support
the organization’s overall goals, benefits and pay-offs
- The role of Planning, Scheduling and Control in Reliability and Quality
- How Maintenance Performance is dependent on Planning, Scheduling and
Control
- Setting the stage for measuring success or failure
- The human element behind Planning, Scheduling and Control
- Standard tools in Planning, Scheduling and Control such as CMMS, Critical Path,
Work Order templates, Reports and KPI’s
- Measuring the results and outputs of Planning, Scheduling and Control
As a result of this first session, the delegates will have a solid grounding in the disciplines
and will be able to use these as the basis for the following sessions.

Maintenance Planning
This session will open with a discussion of the various types of planning that is essential to
best maintenance practices and the role that each plays. A key element will be the
central role of the CMMS and the Work Order, with special emphasis being placed on
how the work order is developed and what it should contain.
The work order is one of the two key factors in continuous maintenance improvement (the
other is the technician performing the work); techniques will be reviewed for how the
quality of the work order can be maintained and repeatedly enhanced, with the result being
higher quality maintenance.

Session 2

Best Practices will be examined for the Planning process – with delegates using a workshop to see how their own practices match industry standards. Specific topics will include:
- The role of Planning in maintenance management
- Effective work planning through the work order
- The key elements of work planning – manpower and skills, materials,
equipment and tools
- Integrating work planning with operations and production
- Applying Planning to enhanced safety, quality and environmental issues
- How planning standards and KPI’s can improve the quality of Maintenance
- How much Planning is the right amount of Planning
- Planning for a job, a project, a shutdown, a turnaround
- Planning tools – which ones work
This session on Planning will be very interactive. Delegates will participate in workshops
and discussions designed to increase their skill level and their familiarity with the various
aspects of planning – always with the focus on how to implement their learnings in the
workplace.
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Maintenance Scheduling
Just as there are numerous different aspect to Planning, so also Scheduling. But one
thing is certain – for a job to run smoothly, good quality Scheduling is essential. Yet
Scheduling is often regarded as the junior partner to Planning. In this session, the role of
Scheduling will be examined in depth – with emphasis on the absence of and the results
of poor Scheduling.
Equally, the benefits of good Scheduling will be identified and performance measures will
be discussed and developed for Scheduling, focusing on the added value from good quality
Scheduling. The various types of Scheduling will be examined, including long term and
short term Scheduling, shutdown and turnaround Scheduling and project Scheduling.

Session 3

Scheduling best practices will be explored with the concentration on what will work in the
delegates own workplace – each delegate should take away a focused best practices
implementation plan. Other topics for this session will include:
- Scheduling tools such as Critical Path, PERT, Gantt charts, Microsoft Project
and Excel, Resource Levelling
- The role of Scheduling in backlog management
- Dealing with priorities
- Improved PM management through better Scheduling.
- KPI’s and output reports
- When and why to redo the Schedule
Workshops and case studies will underscore the practical applications in this session so
that delegates will feel sufficiently comfortable with their new skills and be able to readily
transfer them to their workplace.

Maintenance Control
Too little attention is paid to the Control function in Maintenance. This session will focus
on:
- the importance of Control and its impact on maintenance quality and cost
- the nature and scope of the Control that is desirable for optimum results
- specific processes that can be readily implemented to increase Control.
Best practices in Maintenance Control must start with high quality, consistent and reliable
data. This includes selecting the right data, collecting it effectively and accurately,
processing it reliably and presenting the results so as to promote the desired action.
Without the right data to start with, the right results will be purely a case of luck.

Session 4

Flowing out of the data process, maintenance organizations can then build the processes
that will ensure good control. This will cover areas such as:
- work and time control – getting the job done on time
- quality control – matching the requirements for reliability
- cost control – both in on-going operations and in projects
- failure control and the costs associated with failure
- budgeting that makes sense
- controlling demand for work
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Maintenance Control

Session 4

However, as the level of Control increases, so often the level of resistance and resentment
also increase. The importance of the “right” level of control will be examined through the
impact on the staff and contractors being subject to these control elements.
Bottom line is that improved control will have a significant impact on maintenance costs
and quality. Through the workshops in this session, delegates will explore how these
factors can be brought to benefit the business rather than impede it.

Course Benefits
On completion of this course, delegates will:
- Understand how Planning, Scheduling and Control will affect the performance and quality of the work
delivered by the Maintenance Department
- Have explored and discussed best practices in relation to Planning, Scheduling and Control
- Have had exposure and practice in budgeting and costing for Maintenance
Projects and Maintenance Operations
- Have developed and applied some KPI’s for Planning, Scheduling and Control
- Have practiced some of the key project control techniques that are essential for on-time, on-budget,
on-quality project completion
- Have worked through and discussed many case studies and workshops
- Build a self-development plan including many ideas from the course that are directly applicable to
their own workplace

Course Methodology
This program is a well-balanced blend of presentations, discussions, workshops, case studies and practical
application of the techniques to the attendees’ own workplace. Presentations are short and to the point –
focusing on the highlights of each topic. These are interspersed with many workshops in which the attendees
develop and discuss examples and apply their learnings to the familiar situations in their own organizations. At
the end of each session, the attendees will develop a personal and company development plan based on selecting helpful techniques and rating them according to the benefit and cost or difficulty of implementation

Course Takeaways
Three important features that are automatically included in the program:
A. Attendees are encouraged to stay in email contact to discuss progress and problems with the
Course Director for as long as they wish – some are still in active contact after 8 years!
B. Attendees have the option of receiving a DataTrak Certificate of Accomplishment –
based upon attendance, participation and passing a test.
C. Throughout the program, attendees will build a Personal Development Plan, which identifies key
priorities and actions as they return to their workplace
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About The Course Leader

BEN STEVENS
Ben Stevens is President of DataTrak Systems Inc – a Canadian company dedicated to
training and consulting in the maintenance and reliability business.He has 25 years of experience in all aspects of Maintenance, Materials and Physical Asset Management and
CMMS/EAM systems in businesses such as Mining, Steel, Power Generation, Water and
Wastewater etc.
For eight years he was President of OMDEC Inc, focusing on training, consulting and software
for reliability and maintenance management. Prior to that he was CMMS/EAM leader in
PricewaterhouseCoopers’ International Centre for Excellence in Maintenance Management.
His earlier career included being Canadian distributor, sales and support centre for
CMMS/EAM systems, and CFO and CAO in several manufacturing companies.
He holds a Master’s Degree in Managerial Economics, and has delivered hundreds of
successful international maintenance training, workshops and conference presentations
around the world. He is a frequent contributor to books, journals and web-site newsletters..

Contact Person :
Ruth Kwalanda
General Manager, Programs
Ciar Africa
P.O. Box 66144 - 00800 Nairobi, Kenya
Tel: +254 (020) 3742813 / +254 (0) 737 188907
Cell + 254 (0) 722 611350
Email: info@ciarafrica.com
www.ciarafrica.com
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